
COLLEG 

NO: GDCB23/ S 

Dear Faculty and Students, 

GOVERNMENT DEGREE COLLEGE BEERWAH, KASHMIR 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

SUBJECT: Awareness Programme on- "DAKSH KISAN" E-Learning Management System by ADDC, Budgam in collaboration with 
Government Degree College, Beerwah. 

G202 
ONE EARTH ONE AMKY ONE F¯TUHE 

Fax: 01951275277, Phone No: 01951275276, Email ID: gdcbeerwah@gmail. com 
Official site: www.gdcbeerwah.edu. in 

We would like to bring to your attention an upcoming awareness programme on "DAKSH KISAN,". The programme aims to provide valuable insights into this innovative platform, Schemes, educational resources, including interactive modules, & its benefits for the agriculture and allied sectors in the agroclimatic zones of J&K. 

NAAC ACCREDITED GRADE - "B" 

It serves as a one-stop solution for acquiring knowledge and skills in the field of agriculture, ensuring that you stay updated with the latest developments and best practices. 

Date: June 26, 2023 Time: 11:00 AM (Monday) 

To ensure that you make the most out of this remarkable learning tool, we invite all faculty members and students to attend the awareness programme on: 

Skill Co-Ordinator 

Copy to: 

1 

2 

NOTICE 

During the programme, we will provide a detailed introduction to the "DAKSH KISAN" e-learning management system. Our expert presenters will showcase its features, functionalities, and user-friendly interface, demonstrating how it can revolutionize your learning experience. Additionally, there will be an interactive session where you can seek clarification, address queries, and gain valuable insights into leveraging the platform effectively. 
We encourage all faculty members and students to participate actively in this awareness programme, as it will enable you to explore the immense potential of "DAKSH KISAN" and its role in enhancing your educational journey in the field of agriculture and its allied sectors. 

Please mark your calendars and make sure to attend the awareness programme for "DAKSH KISAN." Your active involvement and valuable feedback are crucial in shaping the future of this e-learning platform. 
We look forward to your enthusiastic participation and collaboration 

IQAC for information 

DATE: 15-06-2023 

3. Office file 

4. ITSS for uploading on IT platforms 

Venue: Smart Room 

Convener Debates & Seminar Committee for n/a 

Princípal 
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